
Getting a complete video dash cam solution for your 
fleet drivers is not only an easier way to get better 
insurance rates, but also for your mobile staff to feel 
supported and more confident on the road.

Inclement weather, bad traffic, poor road conditions, and 
other road users can create a hazardous environment, 
where a driver’s focus is split many ways.

By setting up Vision 2.0, you get a complete dash cam 
solution with alerts and video recording that will provide 
your drivers with an added layer of road safety, risk 
detection, and protection against fraudulent claims.
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Raise the bar on driver safety with our in-cabin & road-facing 
dash cam solution

Driver Safety with 
Vision 2.0 Dash Camera

Vision 2.0 Dash Camera
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Contact your Regional Fleet Complete Expert for more information.

Key benefits

Lower your insurance premiums
Insurance providers are more likely to give you lower 

rates when you have a driver safety solution in place as a 

preventative measure. So having a dual-facing dash camera 

that will alert your fleet driver to potential problems is a 

great start.

Save on litigation costs & pay outs
Did you know that having a video recording of what happened 

could fast track an insurance claim? In an incident where both 

drivers claim no fault, providing unbiased video footage from 

your dash cam to the insurance company will help resolve that.

Improve driver retention 
By improving safety for your employees, you’re also helping 

them reduce at-work stress levels. When your drivers know 

that they are supported and have in-cabin tools that will 

help them avoid undesirable events, they will have more 

confidence in their work.

Integrate with Fleet Complete Web platform 
Have your Vision 2.0 footage, vehicle data, and driving analytics 

appear on the same interface online to have all information 

visible in one place. This is a great way to manage your fleet 

logistics and driver coaching without switching platforms.

Devices not to scale. Mobile hardware and laptop sold separately.

Key features

We offer a wide range of features that will help you protect 
your drivers, reduce insurance costs, avoid liability issues, 
and increase employee retention by fostering a better 
safety culture.

Dual-facing camera to see what is happening in front of the 

vehicle and in the driver’s cabin.

Mobile app for drivers to review their event videos, survey their 

own trips, and look at their driver scorecard.

Driver scorecard to make good drivers great by helping them 

improve their skillset.

On-the-edge AI processing for live event capture and 

identification as risky or dangerous.

Driver monitoring system (DMS) to help your drivers better 

manage fatigue while behind the wheel.

On-board LTE connectivity for hands-free, automatic start 

and end of a trip, as the ignition is turned on and off. No mobile 

phone required, as the camera connects by itself to LTE.

Advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) to help coach 

your drivers to reduce traffic violations like speeding, lane 

drifting, and tailgating.

Multi-driver support to keep performance metrics driver-

specific when more than one user is driving the same vehicle in 

the same trip.

Easy plug-and-play installation to start reaping benefits 

without delay.
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